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Abstract—We have investigated the scope for enabling WLAN
applications to manage the trade-off between performance and
energy usage. We have conducted measurements of energy usage
and performance in our 802.11n WLAN testbed, which operates
in the 5 GHz ISM band. We have defined an effective energy usage
envelope with respect to application-level packet transmission,
and we demonstrate how performance as well as the effective
energy usage envelope is effected by various configurations of
IEEE 802.11n, including transmission power levels and channel
width. Our findings show that the packet size and packet rate
of the application flow have the greatest impact on application-
level energy usage, compared to transmission power and channel
width. As well as testing across a range of packet sizes and packet
rates, we emulate a Skype flow, a YouTube flow and file transfers
(HTTP over Internet and local server) to place our results in
context. Based on our measurements we discuss approaches and
potential improvements of management in effective energy usage
for the tested applications.

I. INTRODUCTION

The convenience of use of WLAN leads to its use in many

devices even those that are not mobile, e.g. new Internet-

enabled television sets. At the same time, there exists a very

large existing deployment of WLAN systems, spanning a

range of evolutions of the IEEE 802.11 standard. Various

IEEE 802.11 standards are widely implemented in many

consumer devices. This includes devices such as hand-held

games consoles, smartphones and televisions, as well as the

more ‘traditional’ uses in laptops/netbooks and desktops.

Meanwhile, there is world-wide concern for the increasing

carbon footprint of ICT systems, with current carbon emissions

similar to the aviation industry, and emissions set to triple

between 2002 to 2012 [1]. So, widespread and growing use of

IEEE 802.11 suggests that it is prudent to consider the energy

usage of systems incorporating the various 802.11 standards.

A. Motivation

Several power saving mechanisms which aim to enhance

energy efficiency have been proposed and are partially imple-

mented: e.g. 802.11 Power Save Mode (PSM) [2], Unsched-

uled Automatic Power Save Delivery (U-APSD) [3], WMM

Power Save (WMM-PS) [4], Dynamic MIMO Power Save

[5], and Wake-on-Wireless [6]. However, such features are

not widely implemented by all vendors, or are not widely de-

ployed, or are not easily accessible for use by non-expert users.

Also, there is a large base of legacy (i.e. old) equipment which

cannot support such features due to hardware constraints.

Additionally, in situations in which modern WLAN hard-

ware is used to provide key infrastructure (e.g. [7]), providers

may be reluctant to jeopardise performance by enabling new

energy-saving features [8], [9]. For instance, the generic IEEE

802.11 Power Save Mode (PSM), the 802.11n specific Spatial

Multiplexing Power Save (SMPS) and the Power Save Multi-

Poll (PSMP) mode implement algorithms which either put

the (redundant) WLAN interface into sleep mode or increase

buffers. Other approaches to use the WLAN resources more

efficiently include packet aggregation. [8], [9].

Another factor impacting the use of power-save modes with

sleep mechanisms is the growing popularity of cloud-based

services and the use of ‘push’ service paradigms, giving little

opportunity for the user’s system to enter sleep mode.

Even as WLAN equipment is upgraded, legacy kit will

remain, and the energy efficiencies that might be gained by

considering only the NIC, even when expertly configured, are

small compared to considering the system as a whole, e.g.

transmission power is 1mW-50mW and NIC power usage is

low, so NIC-only savings are also low. Thus, our motivation is

to determine the scope for application-level (self-)management

of energy usage on a system-side basis. Our eventual aim is

to identify management mechanisms that could be applied to

existing (legacy) deployments of 802.11, as well as to new

deployments, and is complementary to and independent of,

hardware power-saving schemes, such as those listed above.

B. Research focus

We take the position that it is possible to improve the energy

usage of applications by actions taken at the application level,

even if 802.11 power-saving enhancements are not available.

So, one of our objectives is to understand the performance

and energy usage dynamics of existing, commonly-used IEEE

802.11 equipment, with the overall goal that application-level

self-adaptation could provide energy efficiencies in 802.11 sys-

tems, for example by adjusting packet flow construction and

packet transmission [10]. As IEEE 802.11 is so widely used,

by applying functionality retrospectively to existing systems,

e.g. through software updates and/or patches, we believe that

considerable energy efficiencies might be achieved: even small

savings for individual devices could have a large impact if

applied universally.

Our previous work defines an application-level effective

energy usage envelope showing the energy usage of IEEE

802.11a and IEEE802.11n at 5 GHz [11]. In this study, we978-1-4673-0269-2/12/$31.00 c© 2012 IEEE



focus on IEEE 802.11n at 5 GHz, to identify the dynamics

of the performance and the effective energy usage envelope in

response to changes in transmission power and channel width.

Note that we use off-the-shelf hardware with default configura-

tion and consider system-wide usage for a node, and not only

the NIC within that node. We adopt an empirical approach,

taking measurements of power usage for deducing effective

energy usage, and measuring system wide performance in our

testbed comprising off-the-shelf consumer equipment. While

we are concerned primarily with energy usage, analyses only

make sense when placed in the context of system performance

under different system workloads.

C. Contributions

The contributions of this paper are:

• An empirical study of the energy usage and performance

trade-off for a typical WLAN configuration of 802.11n.

• We identify the scope of adaptation that is possible for

an application. This acts to define boundaries for what is

achievable through management actions or interventions.

This is captured in an effective energy usage envelope,

which indicates the upper and lower bounds of what is

possible.

• An analyses of how a (self-)management system for

different classes of applications (or how different end-

system platforms) might make use of such information in

order to provide appropriate application-level adaptation

decisions. These could be policy-driven or might be

realised as an autonomic system.

We observe that performance and effective energy usage

vary greatly between WLAN configurations and traffic pro-

files, i.e. for different classes of applications. We find that

the kind of (self-)management adaptation that is possible may

need to be per-user, per-application and context specific. So,

MAC layer solutions, such as packet aggregation, that are

applied unilaterally might not necessarily provide the best

trade-off between energy usage and performance.

D. Structure of this paper

In Section II, we explain our methodology, describe our

testbed, our observables and define our energy usage metric. In

Section III, we present our observations and discuss what they

show. A discussion on how our findings can be exploited to

make applications energy-aware and enable self-management

is provided in Section IV. We present a summary of related

work in Section V, and conclude in Section VI.

II. APPROACH, TESTBED AND METRICS

Our eventual aim is to allow applications to be self-

managing. We design our experiments to investigate the scope

for self-adaptation of application-level flow characteristics.

To do that we adapt the testbed and methodology from our

previous work, further details of which can be found in

[11]. We consider that most deployed systems are used in

‘out-of-the-box’ configurations, without specific tuning for

energy efficiency. Many WLAN NIC drivers permit various

controls of the hardware features, but these might not be easily

accessible or comprehensible for modification by most users.

A practical constraint we have used is that of a 5 GHz-only

testbed. This was because in our local environment, we have

exclusive usage of 5 GHz and so the probability for biasses

of our measurements by interference was small.

A. Testbed

We have experimentally evaluated energy usage and per-

formance in our 5 GHz testbed. We generated packet flows

of offered loads with various bit-rates and packets sizes, and

measured power usage during the packet transmission. Our

testbed (Figure 1) consisted of a single client host, a host

running a wireless access-point (AP) and experimental control

units (only one shown in Figure 1) for monitoring the WLAN

environment, providing storage for measurement data, ntp1

services and system configuration. The WLAN hosts were

setup in a teaching lab in the University of St Andrews with

a distance of ∼24±0.5 m between the 2 dBi antennas.

Fig. 1. Schematic of test-bed showing physical connectivity. We used 5 GHz
only, and the testbed was configured separately for 802.11n (20 MHz and
40 MHz channels, as well as transmission (TX) powers of 0 dBm and 17 dBm)
experiments. The experiment controller uses Ethernet for control messages
and shared file-system access. Power meter readings are logged by experiment
controllers. The separation between the 2 dBi antennas of the client and access
point/server is 24±0.5 m. Data packets generated by iperf were transferred
across the WLAN link.

We wished to test 802.11n at 0 dBm (1 mW, minimum

RF power), 17 dBm (50 mW, typical maximum indoor RF

power), and with both a 20 MHz (default) channel and a

40 MHz channel, a total of 4 different combinations. This

means that all our experimental workloads in Table I are

executed 4 times, once with each of these combinations. Our

WLAN card uses the popular Atheros2 chipset, now bought

by Qualcomm so likely to be used even more widely3. All

machines used Ubuntu 10.04 a minimal server distribution (no

desktop service daemons or GUI overhead), with the default

kernel 2.6.32-24-generic-pae, and updated WLAN modules

(compat-wireless-2011-05-02), which will soon be part of the

standard distribution.

1http://www.ntp.org/
2http://www.atheros.com/
3http://www.qualcomm.com/news/releases/2011/01/05/qualcomm-acquire-

atheros-leader-connectivity-networking-solutions



B. Experiments

Packet generation and performance measurement for UDP

traffic was conducted using iperf 4 for which the AP was used

as the server. A wrapper script at the client executed iperf

and extracted throughput and loss for individual UDP flows

using iperf server reports. The specific packet sizes and bit

rates of the UDP workload are given in Table I. Motivation for

using UDP is its popularity for Voice and Video over IP (VoIP

and ViIP) applications and because it allows better control of

application specific offered load bit rates compared to TCP,

which is modulated by its congestion control behaviour.

TABLE I
GENERIC UDP WORKLOAD.

Packet size 64; 1460 bytes
Bit rate of the 32; 50; 100; 256; 512 Kbps
offered load 1; 5; 10; 15; 20; 25; 30; 35; 40; 45;

50; 60; 70; 80; 90 Mbps

Combining packet size and bit-rate gives 40 configurations; 5 measurements
for each gives 200 flows; 4 power/channel combinations gives 800 flows; each
flow had a duration of 4 minutes, giving over 53 hours of measurements.

We have used emulated flows for Skype, YouTube and

HTTP (Internet and Intranet), as summarised in Table II.

Traffic emulating a Skype (VoIP) flow was based on previous

studies [12], [13], as was traffic emulating a YouTube (ViIP)

flow [14], [15]. We do not incur the audio/video codec

overhead in our experiments. We have deduced HTTP-specific

downstream traffic profiles from preliminary experiments us-

ing wget5 to generate HTTP flows from a local server and from

http://mirror.ox.ac.uk/ for downloading of an Ubuntu ISO CD

image file. For each of the above application specific traffic

profiles we have emulated 5 sequential UDP flows with iperf.

We have used a flow duration of 4 minutes based on previous

studies of VoIP and ViIP traffic stated above, but used this

duration for all traffic workloads for comparability.

TABLE II
APPLICATION UDP WORKLOAD EMULATION.

Skype 300 byte packets, 65 Kbps
YouTube 1431 byte packets, 639 Kbps

HTTP (Internet) 1420 byte packets, 11 Mbps
HTTP (Intranet) 1460 byte packets, 90 Mbps

Combining packet size and bit rate gives 20 configurations; with 4
power/channel combinations gives 80 flows; a flow duration of 4 minutes
gives a total of 320 minutes of measurements. Workload based on [12]–[15],
as well as on preliminary measurements.

C. Observed variables and metrics

We have measured the observables as described below:

• Performance: throughput and loss, as recorded by iperf’s

server reports on the client for each UDP flow.

• Power: every 30 seconds we have recorded the current

power consumption in Watts at the AP and client.

• WLAN spectrum: the signal strength (showing channel

utilisation) as recorded every 30 seconds via the USB-

connected spectrum analyser WiSpy6 at one of the exper-

4https://sourceforge.net/projects/iperf/
5http://www.gnu.org/software/wget/
6http://www.metageek.net/products/wi-spy/

iment controllers. This was for initial calibrations; for

further on demand analysis; and also to confirm that

during the measurements, only our test-bed was operating

at 5 GHz, i.e. to spot possible interference from other

sources.

The monitoring intervals for all of the above observables

were deduced from preliminary experiments. Motivation for

doing this was to avoid excessive disk usage, but having

sufficient monitoring sample sets for determining significant

differences between experiments.

We measured power consumption on the client and the AP

at 30 second intervals. For power measurements, we used a

CC128 power meter7.

For assessing energy usage, we define effective energy usage

(EA) as follows:

EA =
mean power used during transmission of flow

mean throughput of flow

EA has units Joules/Mega-bit (J/Mb):

power in Watts

throughput in Mbps
=

J/s

Mb/s
= J/Mb

and the lower the value of EA, the better in terms of energy

usage. To generate values for EA, for each individual flow, we

use the following measurements:

EA =
PA − PI

TA

(1)

PA Mean power consumption measured during the trans-

mission of flow [Watts].

PI Mean power consumption measured for an idling

node [Watts] (was measured to be 48 Watts).

TA Mean throughput measured (using iperf) during flow

transmission [Mbps].

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We find that a higher application-specific bit rate results

in a lower effective energy usage, i.e low values of EA.

Conversely, low application-specific bit rates result in higher

effective energy usage, i.e. high values of EA. Of course, lower

values of EA are better.

For a given bit rate of offered load, increasing packet size

reduces the effective energy usage. This is shown in Figure 2,

which plots the mean value of EA over all experiments

(to show trends in effective energy usage), including the

operational points of the emulated applications. This is due

to amortisation of the transmission overhead and system-wide

energy usage across a greater number of transmitted bytes.

That is, we have derived EA based on power measurements for

the system has a whole and then evaluated the effective energy

usage across the transmitted packets. This is in contrast to

other studies that have considered only the NIC, for example.

By considering the system as a whole, we are also in a

7http://www.currentcost.com/product-cc128.html



good position to then suggest system-wide (self-)management

actions that can be applied at the application level and should

then yield reductions in effective energy usage across the

system as a whole.
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Fig. 2. Mean values of EA for small and large packets, with operational
points of emulated application flows. Threshold 1 – up to which little/no
loss occurs; Threshold 2 – up to which large and small packets result in the
approximately the same throughput.

We have identified a ∼1 Mbps threshold (Threshold 1 in

Figure 2) for bit rates of offered load up to which no significant

loss nor any difference with respect to throughput can be

identified due to different packet sizes. We also observe that

up to ∼5 Mbps, there is still little difference in throughput, but

there are bursts of loss, up to ∼20 % (Threshold 2 in Figure 2).

The figure also shows that EA ranges from ∼500 J/Mb, for

low data rates (< 1 Mbps) with both large and small packets,

to ∼3 J/Mb, for small packets with high data rates, and

∼0.5 J/Mb for large packets with high data rates (90 Mbps).

We show in Table III how the highest mean throughput

relates to loss and EA in all of our experiments. Table III

shows that high throughput correlates to low effective energy

usage EA (maximum EA ∼ 500 J/Mb), but also results in high

loss in each of our experiments with high TX power (17 dBm).

TABLE III
HIGHEST MEAN THROUGHPUT, WITH LOSS AND EA MEASUREMENTS FOR

64B AND 1460B PACKETS, IN ALL EXPERIMENTS, ARRANGED BY

CHANNEL WIDTH (CW) AND TX POWER (TX). POWER.

64 B packets 1460 B packets
CW TX tmax loss EA tmax loss EA

[MHz] [dBm] [Mbps] [%] [J/Mb] [Mbps] [%] [J/Mb]
20 0 3.8 3.2 10 19.3 0.0 0.7
20 17 6.7 47.4 2.3 72.3 15.4 0.5
40 0 5.7 23.8 2.9 35.5 0.8 1.1
40 17 6.6 37.2 6.2 73.4 19.8 0.5

A. Detailed Analyses

In all our graphs in Figures 4–7, we have: (i) offered load

on the horizontal axis (the configured values of offered bit

rate, from our generated workload); (ii) used standard error

bars, but in some cases, the error bars may be too small to

be visible. In Figure 4, we show throughput, loss and EA,

for a 20 MHz channel, with the left column showing results

measured at 0 dBm (1 mW) and the right column measured at

17 dBm (50 mW). Figure 5 shows the corresponding results

for a 40 MHz channel. The graphs for EA in Figures 4 and 5

show clearly the effective energy usage envelopes, the region

between the lines plotted for small packets and large packets.

For throughput, upto 1 Mbps, we see very little differ-

ence between the different systems configurations (TX power,

channel width), or workload (packet size, offered bit rate).

However, beyond this, we see the expected changes: maximum

TX power (17 dBm) and wider channel (40 MHz) give better

throughput than minimum TX power (0 dBm) and the normal

channel width (20 MHz). A counterintuitive observation is

that in all our experiments with high TX power (which also

equates to higher RSSI in our setup), higher throughput comes

at the cost of a higher loss rate. However, for our energy

usage metric, EA, we see the largest impact is made by

the adjustment of the application-level workload: increasing

packet size and increasing data rate yield better energy usage.

We have made a comparative analysis of the 802.11n config-

urations with respect to both transmission power and channel

width, which we will call a delta (∆) analyses. For transmis-

sion power, in Figure 6: (i) ∆ throughput was computed as the

normalised relation of throughput0dBm/throughput17dBm;

(ii) as the loss is already a normalised value, we have simply

computed ∆ loss as the difference of loss0dBm − loss17dBm;

(iii) for energy usage, ∆EA, was computed as the normalised

value of EA0dBm/EA17dBm. For channel width, in Figure 7:

(i) ∆ throughput was computed as the normalised relation of

throughput20MHz/throughput40MHz; (ii) as loss is already

a normalised value ∆ is the difference of loss20MHz −
loss40MHz . For energy usage, ∆EA was derived from the

normalised relation of EA20MHz/EA40MHz . Here, again, we

see that; (i) there is not much difference observed below 1

Mbps; (ii) the main differences occur due to the packet size

and data rates of the offered loads.

Overall, below ∼1 Mbps, we see that there is little dif-

ference in performance with respect to loss and throughput

across all the experiments. This applies to 20 MHz and

40 MHz channels; small packets and large packets; and to low

and high transmission power. So, where application flows are

below 1 Mbps, there may not be much benefit in performance

by applying (self-)management actions in adjusting the packet

size or data rate. However, we do see a significant difference

(an order of magnitude) in effective energy usage for data rates

values from low data rates up to 1 Mbps. This means that, for

applications developers, the main incentive for applying (self-

)management actions is going to be energy efficient as there

is no loss (or gain) in performance.

Above 1 Mbps, we again see significant differences in

effective energy usage (another order of magnitude from

∼1 Mbps to ∼25 Mbps), but the other performance parameters

(loss and throughput in our measurements) vary greatly. In this

case, a more complex (self-)management system, policies or

mechanisms may be required to achieve lower effective energy

usage without compromising performance.

So, from a management viewpoint, the system-wide effec-

tive energy usage and other performance parameters must be

considered within any (self-)management functionality. In the

next Section, we discuss how such trade-offs could be made

for different classes of applications, based on our experiments.



IV. MANAGING ENERGY-AWARENESS IN APPLICATIONS

Based on our analyses in Section III, we can now determine

management actions and interventions that are possible in

order to enable energy efficient operation on a system-wide

basis by actions at the application-level. Our results also tell

us what is achievable: in Figure2, we have the mean effective

energy usage envelope across all our experiments.

A vertical ‘profile’ of this graph, for example, gives us

the margin of change that is possible for the same data rate

but with different packet sizes: the lower line shows the best

effective energy usage we can obtain.

A horizontal ‘profile’ of this graph shows us that, what

adjustment is possible to the maximum data without increasing

effective energy usage. Of course, this is not the complete

picture: other performance issues, such as loss, may need to

be considered, as shown in Figures 4 and 5.

Some applications will have greater scope for improving ef-

fective energy usage than others. Different approaches may be

required. For instance, VoIP applications require real time data

exchange and may be able to adapt their flow characteristics

in when the network conditions permit. The same applies to

ViIP applications, but as they normally do not require real-time

data transfers they may be able to apply a greater magnitude

of change to their flow characteristics and also use increased

buffering/caching at the application layer. We see that EA in

file transfer applications also benefits from higher data rates.

A. Energy-aware self-adaptation for VoIP flows

VoIP applications use small packets to minimise impact

of packet loss and to reduce end-to-end delay. However, we

observe that use of small packets is not energy efficient. If

network conditions permit, a VoIP application could alter its

packet size, without changing its offered load, in order to

improve EA. For example, consider Figure 3, which depicts

the delay budget for a VoIP application.

Fig. 3. Trading off delay for packet size in a VoIP transmitter. The maximum
delay tolerable, dM , is the upper bound. The application can estimate the
current end-to-end delay, de, using reports from the receiver. Assuming some
safety margin, dS (includes receiver-side delay), the application can delay the
packet transmission by da to create larger packets.

For a VoIP application to produce larger packets, it has to

delay packet transmission more than for a smaller packet size,

increasing the per-packet, end-to-end delay. Given an upper

bound on the maximum delay for the application, dM , there

may be an acceptable delay, da, that could be introduced by

the application. This delay, da, could be evaluated by taking

measurements of the current end-to-end delay (de, variable),

using existing means (e.g. RTCP Reports), and allowing some

safety margin (dS , for receiver delays such as decoding and

playout buffering for jitter smoothing). Additionally, the loss

of a larger packet could result in greater impact at the

receiver. Of course, such adaptation would also depend on the

capabilities of the audio codec in use, as different codecs have

different encoding/decoding delay and tolerance to loss. e.g.

a G.711/PCM-based codec may be more amenable to such

techniques than a CELP-based codec. The simple example

above shows only delay, but other factors may need to be

considered. Overall, the application would need to assess

current network and end-system conditions against its own

operating modes in order to make appropriate adjustments,

e.g. assess current packet loss experienced by the application,

and current power usage – different codecs may have different

impact on power consumption in an end-system, for example

as described in [10]. Such adaptation could also be integrated

with congestion control mechanisms (e.g. DCCP8), or as part

of an autonomic management policy (e.g. with the manage-

ment framework introduced in [16]). Similar considerations

would apply to real-time video, with the added complexity of

video coding/framing.

B. Energy-efficient video streaming

For ViIP (streamed, non-real-time video), if client-side

buffering is used to compensate for loss, it may be possible

to use a similar approach as in Section IV-A, but with less

aggressive constraints, as non-real time transfers are more

tolerable to end-to-end delay and loss. In this case, dynamic

codec selection may be used instead of packet size adaptation

in order to change data rates, or, where possible the use of

modern scaleable codecs such as H.264 AVC. In the limit, with

large buffering at the client-side, the streaming of a video file

can be approximated to the case of file transfer (see below). If

we consider the results of the EA values in Figures 4 and 5,

we see that the emulated youtube traffic has EA values that are

much higher than our emulations of file transfers using HTTP.

Again, the energy cost of the video codec must be considered.

C. Green caching for file transfer applications

File transfer applications (e.g. HTTP) already operate in

fairly energy efficient manner, according to our measurements.

So, there is a lower margin for improving effective energy

usage by adapting their flow characteristics. However, we

also observe that increasing data rates also reduces effective

energy usage. Our measurements for a HTTP download locally

(Intranet) and for a remote server (Internet) show that the local

download at a higher data rate was more energy efficient –

by an order of magnitude in our particular measurements, as

shown in Section III. So, if content is cached locally, this may

improve download data rates and energy usage. Of course,

locally cached content also avoids the energy overhead of

using the network resources for fetching the content from

the remote source. Although this may be hard to assess

quantitatively, the intuition is that it will be more energy

8http://www.erg.abdn.ac.uk/∼gerrit/dccp/apps/



efficient. As site-wide caches are already available and used in

widely today, this offers an easy path to more energy efficient

file transfers.

Now, this may be seen as a cost trade-off: could monetary

savings in energy usage and lower volumes of downstream

traffic due to local caching be sufficient to offset the cost

of the installation and maintenance of the cache? Developing

appropriate models to investigate this is future work. Such

caching may not be appropriate for all content or all content

providers. For example, the youtube business model requires

visits to a youtube server so that the number of views of

content can be recorded. This is an engineering challenge,

again, suitable for future work.

V. RELATED WORK

The authors’ previous work [11] compares energy efficiency

in IEEE 802.11a and IEEE 802.11n at 5 GHz. It presents

an initial evaluation of the effective energy usage envelope

and provides the basic model for this study. The key new

contributions in this paper are to consider the dynamics of

the envelope with: (i) lower transmission power, 0 dBm (only

17 dBm previously); (ii) a 40 MHz channel (only 20 MHz

previously); (iii) higher data rates, up to 90 Mbps (only up to

25 Mbps previously); (iv) emulated data transfer with HTTP

via Internet and Intranet (previously only Skype and YouTube).

As well as work already listed in the Introduction, we provide

below a non-exhaustive summary of other relevant work.

In [17], the authors examine 802.11n energy efficiency and

conclude that transmissions with larger packets and higher data

rates are more energy efficient than those using smaller packet

sizes and lower data rates. However, their study measures the

power consumption directly at the wireless NIC, so they do not

capture system-wide effects. Additionally, their consideration

of bit rates is by looking at the modulation and coding scheme

(MCS) that is selected by the WLAN driver, while we consider

the data rate that is measured at the application-level.

In [18], the authors study energy efficiency and propose

their own extension to the 802.11 MAC protocol in order to

improve energy efficiency. Alternatively, in [19], the authors

consider an analytical model to evaluate energy efficiency.

They also propose an enhancement to 802.11, not at the

protocol level, but by allowing non-transmitting or receiving

NICs to remain in sleep mode for the duration of any ongoing

transmissions that are not of interest to those nodes. We

have not considered such work in our study, as our objective

was to understand typical energy efficiency for off-the-shelf

equipment with out-of-the-box configuration.

As we wished to consider off-the-shelf equipment, with out-

of-the-box configurations, we have for this study excluded

use of 802.11n features which are not normally turned on by

default, might be optional for implementation by vendors, are

vendor specific, or would require specific expert knowledge

by the user in order to configure those features for use.

Such features include 802.11 Power Save Mode (PSM) [2],

Unscheduled Automatic Power Save Delivery (U-APSD) [3],

WMM Power Save (WMM-PS) [4], Dynamic MIMO Power

Save [5], and Wake-on-Wireless [6]. A survey of energy

efficiency through MAC layer techniques is presented in [20].

There are recent studies on performance, e.g. [21], [22],

[23], but none of these consider energy usage. Our perfor-

mance results are in general agreement with those studies.

VI. CONCLUSION

We have performed an empirical investigation of IEEE

802.11n at 5 GHz in order to investigate its energy usage

dynamics, including how the effective energy usage envelope is

effected by changes in transmission power and channel usage.

We find that, as might be expected, transmission power and

channel width do effect performance, such as throughput and

loss. However, they have relatively little impact on application-

level energy usage. Our key observation is that we can gain

a better appreciation of energy usage by considering the

amortisation of energy usage across the system as a whole.

The greatest impact on effective energy usage, EA, results

from the use of large packets and higher transmission rates:

the energy usage of the system is amortised over the greater

number of bytes that are transmitted. We see changes of two

orders of magnitude in effective energy usage with changes

in data rates, and significant changes in energy usage for the

same data rate but with different packet sizes.

This means that there is great potential for application-

level (self-)adaptation to achieve greater energy efficiencies

than is currently achieved for IEEE 802.11n at 5 GHz, by

adjusting packet flow construction and packet transmission.

We also provide examples of how our findings can be exploited

in order to allow applications to trade off performance against

energy usage, but different mechanisms may apply to different

classes of applications. Although our experiments were carried

out for a WLAN cell, as we are observing the amortisation

of the energy/transmission costs of the end-system, the results

are also found to be similar for wired Ethernet [11].

This study is a first step towards understanding the dynamics

of real IEEE 802.11 systems with respect to building energy-

aware (self-)adaptive applications. Future extensions of this

work include (but are not limited to) examining multiple

clients in a cell; considering 2.4 GHz, e.g. 802.11b and

802.11g; comparing application-specific and OS-specific en-

ergy issues; and of course, considering the nature of the

application-level self-adaptation that can be realised based

on our new understanding of IEEE 8021.11 energy usage

dynamics. User studies would also be required in order to

determine the efficacy and impact on quality of experience

(QoE) of such adaptive techniques for multimedia applica-

tions. Such adaptation of traffic flows would also impact

network management techniques based on packet analysis.
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Fig. 4. IEEE 802.11n 20 MHz Channel - 0 dBm (left column) and 17 dBm (right column) TX power.
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